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Abstract—Large-scale data stores are an increasingly important component of cloud datacenter services. However,
cloud storage system usually experiences data loss, hindering data durability. Three-way random replication is commonly
used to lead better data durability in cloud storage systems. However, three-way random replication cannot effectively
handle correlated machine failures to prevent data loss. Although Copyset Replication and Tiered Replication can
reduce data loss in correlated and independent failures, and enhance data durability, they fail to leverage different data
popularities to substantially reduce the storage cost and bandwidth cost caused by replication. To address these issues,
we present a popularity-aware multi-failure resilient and cost-effective replication (PMCR) scheme for high data durability
in cloud storage. PMCR splits the cloud storage system into primary tier and backup tier, and classifies data into hot data,
warm data and cold data based on data popularities. To handle both correlated and independent failures, PMCR stores
the three replicas of the same data into one Copyset formed by two servers in the primary tier and one server in the
backup tier. For the third replicas of warm data and cold data in the backup tier, PMCR uses the compression methods
to reduce storage cost and bandwidth cost. Extensive numerical results based on trace parameters and experimental
results from real-world Amazon S3 show that PMCR achieves high data durability, low probability of data loss, and low
storage cost and bandwidth cost compared to previous replication schemes.

Index Terms—Cloud storage, Replication, Data durability, Cost-effectiveness, SLA.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large-scale data stores are an increasingly important compo-
nent of cloud datacenter services. Cloud providers, such as
Amazon S3 [1], Google Cloud Storage (GCS) [2] and Windows
Azure [3] offer storage as a service. In the storage as a service,
users store their data (i.e., files) into a cloud storage system
and retrieve their data from the system. It is critical for cloud
providers to reduce Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations
to provide high quality of service and reduce the associated
penalties for such services. High data durability is usually
required by cloud storage systems to meet SLAs. Durability
means the data objects that an application has stored into
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the system are not lost due to machine failures (e.g., disk
failure) [4]. For example, services that use Amazon Dynamo
storage system typically require that 99.9% of the read and
writes requests execute within 300ms [5].

Data loss caused by machine failures typically affects
data durability. Machine failures usually can be categorized
into correlated machine failures and non-correlated machine
failures. Correlated machine failures refer to the events in
which multiple nodes (i.e., servers, physical machines) fail
concurrently due to the common failure causes [6], [7] (e.g.,
cluster power outages, workload-triggered software bug mani-
festations, Denial-of-Service attacks), and this type of failures
often occur in large-scale storage systems [8]–[10]. Significant
data loss is caused by correlated machine failures [11], [12],
which have been documented by Yahoo! [13], LinkedIn [6]
and Facebook [14]. Non-correlated machine failures refer to
the events in which nodes fail individually (e.g., individual disk
failure, kernel crash). Usually, non-correlated machine failures
are caused by factors such as different hardware/software
compositions and configurations, and varying network access
abilities.

The storage demand in a cloud storage system increases
exponentially [15]. Data popularity is skewed in cloud storage.
The analysis of traces from Yahoo!’s Druid cluster shows that
the top 1% of data is an order of magnitude more popular
than the bottom 40% [16]. Due to highly skewed data popu-
larity distributions [16], [17], popular data with considerably
higher request frequency (referred to as hot data) [18] could
generate heavy load on some nodes [16], which may result
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in data unavailability at a time. Availability means that the
requested data objects will be able to be returned to users [4].
Actually, much of the data stored in a cloud system is rarely
read (commonly referred to as cold data [15], [18], [19]).
To enhance data availability and durability, data replication is
commonly used in cloud storage systems. Replicas of cold data
waste the storage resource and generate considerable storage
and bandwidth costs (for data updates and data requests) [18]
that outweigh their effectiveness on enhancing data durability.
Thus, it is important to compress and deduplicate unpopular
data objects and store them in low-cost storage medium [15],
[20].

Random replication, as a popular replication scheme, has
been widely used in cloud storage systems [11], [21]. Cloud
storage systems, such as Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) [13], RAMCloud [22], Google File System (GFS) [23]
and Windows Azure [24] use random replication to replicate
their data in three randomly selected servers from different
racks to prevent data loss in a single cluster [11], [21], [22],
[25]. However, the three-way random replication cannot well
handle correlated machine failures because data loss occurs if
any combination of three nodes fail simultaneously [11]. To
handle correlated machine failures, Copyset Replication [11]
and Tiered Replication [21] have been proposed. However,
both methods do not try to reduce storage cost or bandwidth
cost caused by replication though data replicas bring about
considerably high storage and bandwidth costs. Although
many replication schemes have been proposed to improve
data durability [8], [9], [26]–[29], they do not concurrently
consider different data popularities and multiple failures (i.e.,
correlated and non-correlated machine failures) to increase
data availability and durability and reduce the storage and
bandwidth costs caused by replication without compromising
request delay greatly.

To address the above issues, in this paper, we aim to design
a cost-effective replication scheme that can achieve high data
durability and availability while reducing storage cost and
bandwidth cost caused by replication. To achieve our goal,
we propose a popularity-aware multi-failure resilient and cost-
effective replication scheme (PMCR), which has advantages
over the previous proposed replication schemes because it
concurrently owns the following distinguishing features: First,
it can handle both correlated and non-correlated machine
failures. Second, it compresses rarely used replicas of unpop-
ular data to reduce storage cost and bandwidth cost without
compromising the data durability, data availability, and data
request delay greatly. We summarize the contributions of this
work below.
• We conducted trace data analysis, and the analytical results

confirm the existence of read-intensive and write-intensive
data, data popularity and data similarity in cloud storage,
which lay the solid foundation of the design of PMCR.

• PMCR handles both correlated and independent failures
by storing the three replicas of the same data into one
Copyset formed by two servers in the primary tier and one
server in the backup tier. The primary tier resides close to
primary replicas and is used for recovering data with low
read latency, and the backup tier is located off-site (e.g.,
remote location) and serves as the disaster recovery site to
protect from site outage or to restore when the local backup
is not available.

• PMCR classifies data into hot data, warm data and cold
data based on data popularity, and it significantly reduces
the storage and bandwidth costs without compromising
data durability, data availability, and data request delay
greatly by selectively compressing the third replicas of
data objects based on data popularity in the backup tier.
For read-intensive data, PMCR uses the Similar Compres-
sion method (SC), which leverages the similarities among
replica chunks and removes redundant replica chunks; for
write-intensive data, PMCR uses the Delta Compression
method (DC), which records the differences of similar data
objects and between sequential data updates.

• Since Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) does
not always exist for any given combination of treatment
number, replication level and block size [11], [30], PMCR
uses Partially Balanced Incomplete Block Design (PBIBD)
to generate the sets of nodes for storing the replicas of
the data when the BIBD does not exist, which overcomes
the limitation of BIBD and greatly increases the chance of
generating the sets of nodes.

• PMCR enhances SC by eliminating the redundant chunks
between different data objects (rather than only within one
data object) and enhances DC by recording the differences
between different data objects (rather than only the differ-
ence between sequential updates), and it further reduces the
storage and bandwidth costs caused by replication.

• We analyzed the system performance of PMCR in com-
parison with other replication schemes in terms of storage
cost, data durability and bandwidth cost, which shows that
PMCR outperforms other schemes in these aspects.

• We have conducted extensive numerical analysis based on
trace parameters and experiments on Amazon S3 to com-
pare PMCR with other state-of-the-art replication schemes.
Both numerical and experimental results show that PMCR
achieves high data durability, low data loss probability and
low storage cost and bandwidth cost.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 presents the analysis of the trace data. Section 3 presents the
design for PMCR. Section 4 describes the analysis of system
performance. Section 5 presents the numerical and experi-
mental results. Section 6 reviews the related work. Section 7
concludes this paper with remarks on our future work.

2 TRACE DATA ANALYSIS

We collected two real-world traces: a public cloud from Cloud-
VPS [31] and a substantial amount of block I/O traces from a
private cloud at Florida International University (FIU). The
CloudVPS trace consists of block I/O traces collected from
hundreds of VMs on the production system of the IaaS cloud
for several days.The FIU trace contains around two months of
block I/O traces collected from several production servers (i.e.,
webserver). It contains the trace for the homes workload, web-
vm workload and webserver workload which are for different
applications. The homes workload is from a NFS server that
serves the home directories of the research group at FIU.
The research group activities include software deployment,
testing, experimentation, plotting using software and technical
document preparation. The web-vm workload is collected from
a virtualized system hosting two Computer Science department
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(a) Different read/write rates in homes workload
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Fig. 1: Percent of files with different number of reads/writes.

web-servers: webmail proxy and online course management
system.

2.1 Different Data Popularities
Figure 1(a) shows the different access (including read and
write) frequencies of files in the homes workload. We see that
around 41% files fall in the range of (0,2], and 10% files fall
in the range of (8,16]. The result shows that different files
have different access frequencies, and a small percentage of
files have very low access frequency or extremely high access
frequency. Figure 1(b) shows the different access frequencies
of files in the web-vm workload. We see that around 82% files
are in the range of (0,2], and 7% files fall in the range of
(2,4]. The result also shows that different files have different
access frequencies, and a small percentage of files have very
low access frequency or extremely high access frequency. Both
Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) indicate the skewness of popu-
larity distribution of files. Based on this observation, PMCR
considers the different popularities of files in file operation,
so that the storage and bandwidth costs can be reduced as
much as possible without compromising the data durability
and availability and file request delay greatly.

2.2 Different Data Intensiveness
To show the existence of write-intensive and read-intensive
data in cloud storage system, we measure the FIU webserver
trace and CloudVPS trace. Figure 2 shows the number of reads
and writes for the FIU webserver trace per week for a total of
35 days. Overall, across the entire trace, there are around 30%
of reads and 70% of writes. From this figure, we see that the
I/O patterns of FIU webserver are dominated by writes, that is,
the FIU webserver data is write-intensive.

Figure 3 shows the number of reads and writes for different
VMs in CloudVPS. From the figure, we see that the I/O
patterns of some VMs are dominated by reads and the I/O
patterns of some VMs are dominated by writes. The results
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Fig. 2: I/O patterns of the FIU webserver.
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Fig. 3: I/O patterns of the VMs in CloudVPS.

from Figure 2 and Figure 3 confirm the existence of write-
intensive and read-intensive data in cloud storage systems.
Based on this observation, PMCR uses different compression
methods for write-intensive data and read-intensive data in
order to reduce the storage and bandwidth costs as much as
possible.

2.3 Chunk Similarity

We use two FIU workloads, homes workload and web-
vm workload, to analyze the similarity between chunks of
data objects. In cloud storage systems, data objects are usually
stored in the form of chunks. The chunks usually have some
similarity between each other [32], [33]. We grouped the
chunks that have no more than 10, 100 and 1000 replicas,
respectively, into each group. Then, we calculated the average
number of replicas per chunk in each group (called workload
similarity). The similarity between two chunks (say A and B)
is defined as

Sim(A,B) =
|A∩B|

A
(1)

Figure 4 shows the workload similarity of each group of the
homes workload and web-vm workload. From the figure, we
see that the workload similarity exists in each group. In the
group with no more than 1000 replicas is 8.7 and 4.5 in
the homes workload and web-vm workload, respectively. The
result shows that data similarity exists among data chunks as
indicated in [34]. This observation motivates the design of
PMCR, which leverages the similarities between data chunks
to eliminate the redundant data chunks in storage and data
transmission.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce some concepts and assump-
tions, and then formulate our problem. Finally, we present the
design of PMCR based on the observations from the workload
analysis.

Suppose there are m data objects and each data object
is split into M partitions (i.e., chunks) in the cloud storage
system [28], [34]–[36]. A data object is lost if any of its
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Fig. 4: Data similarity in homes workload and web-vm workload.

partitions is lost [11]. We assume there are N servers in the
cloud storage system. For analytical tractability, we assume
that a server belongs to a rack, a room, a data-center, a country
and a continent. We use the label in the form of “continent-
country-datacenter-room-rack-server” to identify the geograph-
ic location of a server [28], [37].

Problem Statement: Given data object request probabili-
ties, data object sizes, and failure probability, how to replicate
the chunks of data objects so that the node failure probability,
storage cost and bandwidth cost are minimized in both corre-
lated failures and non-correlated failures?

To solve this problem, we build a cost-effective replication
scheme with data compression to maximize the data durability
in both correlated and non-correlated failures while reducing
the cost (storage cost and bandwidth cost).

3.1 PMCR Replication Scheme
3.1.1 Classification of Data Types
PMCR classifies data into three types: hot data, warm data and
cold data based on data popularity. The popularity of a data
object is measured by its visit frequency, i.e., the number of
visits in a time epoch (denoted by vi) [17], [28], [38]. That is,
ϕi(·) = α · vi, where ϕi denotes the popularity of a data object,
α is a coefficient. Suppose the time is split into epoches, then
the popularity at epoch t + 1 can be estimated based on the
popularity value and coefficient β at epoch t:

ϕ
t+1
i (·) = β ·ϕ t

i (·)+α · vi (2)

To determine the popularity type of a data object, PMCR first
calculates the popularity of each data object, and then ranks
them based on their popularity values. PMCR considers the
data objects with popularity rank within top 25% as hot data,
the data objects with popularity rank between (25%,50%] as
warm data, and the data objects with popularity rank between
(50%,100%] as cold data.

PMCR also needs to determine whether a data object is
read-intensive or write-intensive in order to choose a compres-
sion method accordingly. For this purpose, it sets thresholds
for read rate and write rate. PMCR logs the number of reads
and writes of each data object in each time epoch. A data
object is write-intensive if its write rate is higher than the pre-
defined write rate threshold, and it is read-intensive if its read
rate is higher than the pre-defined read rate threshold. PMCR
determines the read-intensiveness and write-intensiveness of
each data object periodically.

3.1.2 Replica Placement
PMCR first splits the nodes in the system into two tiers:
primary tier and backup tier. As in the three-way replication,
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Fig. 5: Fault-tolerant sets (FTSs) in PMCR. (P: Primary tier, B:
Backup tier.)

in PMCR, the first two replicas of all data objects are stored
in primary tier, and the third replicas of data objects are stored
in backup tier. For load balance, the number of nodes in the
primary tier is twice of the number of nodes in the backup tier.
That is, PMCR assigns b 2N

3 c nodes to the primary tier, and
assigns bN

3 c to the backup tier.
To reduce the data loss caused by correlated machine

failures, PMCR adopts the fault-tolerant set (FTS) [11] (i.e.,
Copyset). An FTS is a distinct set of servers that holds all
replicas of a data object’s chunk. Each FTS is a single unit
of failure because at least one data object is lost when an
FTS fails. We will explain the details of FTS in Section 4.2.1.
PMCR then partitions the nodes and uses Balanced Incomplete
Block Design (BIBD)-based (or Partially Balanced Incomplete
Block Design (PBIBD)-based) to generate FTSs. As shown in
Figure 5, each FTS contains two nodes from the primary tier
and one node from the backup tier, which can protect against
correlated machine failures [21]. PMCR replicates each chunk
of every data object in a single FTS1. For example, in Figure 5,

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the PMCR algorithm
Input: Data objects’ visit frequencies, read and write rates,

thresholds for determining hot data, warm data and cold
data

1 Split the nodes (in the system) into primary tier and backup tier
2 Use BIBD-based (or PBIBD-based) method to generate FTSs,

each FTS contains two nodes from the primary tier and one
node from the backup tier

3 Compute the popularities of each data object
4 for each data object do
5 if the data is hot data then
6 Store its chunk replicas to the nodes in an FTS, the

first two chunk replicas are in primary tier and the
third one is in backup tier

7 else
8 if the data is read-intensive data then
9 Store its chunk replicas to the nodes in an FTS,

the first two chunk replicas are in primary tier and
the third one is in backup tier using SC

10 if the data is write-intensive data then
11 Store its chunk replicas to the nodes in an FTS,

the first two chunk replicas are in primary tier and
the third one is in backup tier using DC

12 servers are split into two tiers, and there are 8 FTSs across
the primary tier and the backup tier. The servers with red lines
(marked by “P”) are from the primary tier and the servers with
black lines (marked by “B”) are from the backup tier. PMCR
replicates the first two chunk replicas of data objects on the

1. Although putting all replicas of a chunk to the nodes in an FTS
can bring about the cost of inter-rack transfer (across oversubscribed
switches), it can significantly reduce data loss probability caused by
correlated machine failures by using BIBD-based method [11].
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primary tier, and replicates the third chunk replicas on the
backup tier. PMCR compresses the third replicas of warm data
and cold data on the backup tier to further reduce the storage
cost and bandwidth cost since they are not frequently visited.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the PMCR replica-
tion algorithm. PMCR splits the nodes in the storage system
into primary tier and backup tier (Line 1) [21]. The primary
tier stores the first two chunk replicas of data objects and the
backup tier stores the third replicas of data objects [21]. This
three-way replication and help handle the correlated machine
failures. PMCR uses BIBD-based or PBIBD-based method
to generate FTS. Each FTS consists of two servers from
the primary tier and one server from the backup tier (Line
2). Each chunk will be replicated into one FTS to protect
against correlated machine failures. To reduce storage cost
and bandwidth cost without compromising data availability
of popular data, PMCR classifies data into hot data, warm
data and cold data based on popularities of data objects, and
determines whether each data object is read-intensive and (or)
write-intensive (Line 3), and uses different strategies to store
the third replicas of data objects in each data type. Accordingly,
PMCR places the replicas of each chunk into the nodes in an
FTS (Lines 5-11).

For hot data, PMCR puts the third replicas on the backup
tier without compression so that the data can be quickly
recovered when the nodes that store the first two replicas fail
(Lines 5-6). To further reduce storage cost and bandwidth cost,
for warm data and cold data, PMCR puts the third replicas
on the backup tier using compression (Lines 8-11). It uses SC
to compress read-intensive data (Lines 8-9) and uses DC to
compress write-intensive data (Lines 10-11). We will explain
the details of SC and DC in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
The SC method removes the similar chunks within a file
or among the files for storage and transmission to the file
requester, and the file requester recovers the removed chunks
after it receives the compressed file. The DC method stores
a copy of a file and the different parts of other files that are
similar to this file. For a file request, the stored file copy
and the different parts are transmitted to the file requester. In
file update, only the updated parts need to be transmitted to
the replica nodes. As a result, rather than storing the entire
data object, the size of the stored data is greatly reduced with
the SC and DC methods. For read-intensive data, rather than
transmitting the entire file for a data request, the size of data
in transmission is reduced with the SC method. For write-
intensive data, rather than transmitting the entire file, only the
updated parts are transmitted with the DC method. As a result,
the storage and bandwidth costs are greatly reduced. The data
recovery for compressed parts may generate a certain delay and
overhead when processing a data request. However, the benefits
of storage and bandwidth cost saving from the compression
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Fig. 7: Intra-file similarity.
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Fig. 8: Inter-file similarity.

outweigh this downside since the warm and cold data objects
in the backup tier are rarely read.

3.2 Similar Compression
In SC, similar chunks are grouped together and a certain num-
ber of similar chunks form a block. Then, duplicate blocks or
near-duplicate blocks to a block are removed. Figure 6 shows
an example illustrating the process of grouping similar chunks
and compressing the similar chunks together. In Figure 6(a),
similar blocks including (A, A’, A”), (C, C’), (E, E’) are
grouped together and they are considered as redundant. In
Figure 6(b), for each similar block group, the redundant blocks
are removed and only the first block (including A, B, C, D, E) is
remained. The data within a data object sometimes are similar
to each other [39]. PMCR adopts the SC method to eliminate
the redundant chunks within each data object in order to reduce
the storage cost and bandwidth cost in data transmission for
data requests. Specifically, in PMCR, for read-intensive data
objects in the backup tier, for each group of similar blocks,
only the first block needs to be stored and all other similar
blocks are removed.

Also, PMCR extends the SC method originates from [39] to
eliminate the redundant chunks between different data objects
to further reduce the costs. We present examples for the intra-
file compression and inter-file compression. Figure 7 shows an
example of intra-file compression in a file. Similar blocks are
marked in the same color. For example, the blocks A and A′

are similar blocks; C and C′ are similar blocks; D and D′ are
similar blocks; E and E ′ are similar blocks. Figure 8 shows an
example of inter-file compression. Similar blocks are marked
in the same color. The blocks C and C′ in the left data object
are similar to the block C in the right data object. The block E
in the left data object is similar to the block E in the right data
object. Similar blocks within a file or between files are grouped
together for compression. That is, except the first block, other
similar blocks are removed in the storage of a server. An index
for a removed block is created to point to the first similar
block. When a file requester receives the compressed file, it
recovers the removed blocks from the intra-file compression
based on the indices. When a received compressed file contains
indices pointing to similar blocks in other files caused by inter-
file compression, if the file requester has the files, it simply
recovers the removed blocks. Otherwise, it requests for these
blocks from the cloud to recover the removed blocks. We will
explain how to calculate the similarity of blocks in Section 3.4.
SC can help reduce the data storage cost due to the reduction
of stored data size. It can also reduce the bandwidth cost in
responding requested data since removed blocks may not need
to transmit.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the SC algorithm
conducted by each server. Each server first creates chunk
blocks with each block containing similar chunks in a file (Line
1). Then, it uses Bloom filter to measure the similarity between
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Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for Similar Compression (SC)
conducted by each server

Input: Data chunks of data objects, threshold for determining
similarity (Sth)

1 Create blocks; each block contains similar chunks in a file
2 for each block blks do
3 Use Bloom filter to measure the similarity between block

blks and every other block blkt
4 if BF(blks) ·BF(blkt)> Sth then

//Dot product of the two Bloom
filters

5 blks and blkt are considered similar to each other
6 Group blks and blkt together
7 else
8 blks and blkt are considered not similar to each other

9 Use intra-file and inter-file compression for each block group

chunk blocks and group similar blocks into a group (Lines 2-
8). Specifically, it compares each chunk block with every other
chunk block (Line 3). If the two blocks are similar to each
other, SC groups the blocks together (Lines 4-6). Finally, the
server compresses the similar chunk blocks grouped together
(Line 9).

3.3 Delta Compression
Write-intensive data objects have frequent updates. To reduce
the cost caused by replication, PMCR uses Delta Compression
(DC) to compress the third replicas of the data objects in the
backup tier. Figure 9 uses an example to illustrate the process
of DC. In Figure 9, chunk B and chunk B’ are similar chunks.
The regions of difference between chunk B and chunk B’ are
marked in orange. DC stores chunk B and the differences for
chunk B’. When chunk B or chunk B’ is updated, only the
updated parts rather than the entire chunk are sent to the replica
servers. Then, the replica servers update the corresponding
parts accordingly. To send a chunk to a file requester, the stored
different parts of this chunk and the other parts from the stored
entire chunk (chunk B in the above example) are transmitted.
Since duplicated parts are removed in the storage, the storage
cost is reduced. Also, the bandwidth cost for data updates and
for data responses is reduced. We will explain how to calculate
the similarity of chunks in Section 3.4.
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Fig. 9: Delta compression.

A user in the cloud storage system sends a read request for
a data object. For each chunk of the data object, PMCR first
checks if it is in the primary tier. If it is in the primary tier,
PMCR chooses the replica of the chunk from the node with a
shorter geographic distance to the user and returns the chunk to
the user. Otherwise, PMCR fetches the replica from the nodes
located in the backup tier with shorter geographic distance to
the user, and sends it to the user. If the data object is warm data
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Fig. 10: An example of the Bloom filter of the set {e1,e2,e3,e4}.

or cold data, PMCR sends the compressed data object to the
user, then the data object will be decompressed on the client-
side. We will explain the method to measure the geographic
distance between servers in Section 3.5.

When a user sends a write request for a data object, PMCR
first checks the popularity type of the data object. If the data
object is hot data object, PMCR updates the first two replicas
and the third replica without compression. Otherwise, the data
object is warm or cold data object. Then, PMCR further checks
if the data object is read-intensive or write-intensive. If the data
object is read-intensive, PMCR uses SC to compress the third
replica in the backup tier. If the data object is write-intensive,
PMCR uses DC to compression the third replica.

3.4 Similarity Calculation
To remove the redundant replicas of the data chunks in the
backup tier, first we need to find the duplicate (identical) or
similar replicas. In this paper, we use the Bloom filter tech-
nique to detect the similarity between data blocks or chunks.
Compared to other similarity detection methods, Bloom filter
enables fast comparison as matching is a simple bitwise-AND
operation and generates lower computing overhead. Also, the
chunks can be uniquely identified by the SHA-1 hash signature,
also called fingerprint. As the amount of data increases, more
fingerprints need to be generated, which consume more storage
space and incur more time overhead for index searching. To
overcome the scalability of fingerprint-index search, PMCR
groups a certain number of chunks into a block, and detects
the similarity between blocks. Below, we introduce the Bloom
filter for detecting similarity between data blocks and will
extend this algorithm for detecting similarity between data
chunks.

Denote E = {e1, ...,e|E |} as a set of chunks of a block.
As shown in Figure 10, the Bloom filter for each set E is
represented as a bit array of u bits, with all bits initialized to
0 [40]. Each element e (e ∈ E ) is hashed using k different
hash functions, i.e., h1, ...,hk. The hash functions return values
between 1 and u and each hash function maps e to one of
the u array positions with a uniform random distribution. To
add an element to the set, the Bloom filter feeds it to each
of the k hash functions to get k array positions, and sets
the k bits corresponding to the hash functions’ output, in the
Bloom filter to 1. If a bit has already been set to 1, it stays
1. Figure 10 shows an example of the Bloom filter of the
set {e1,e2,e3,e4} with u = 18 and k = 3. The colored arrows
indicate the positions in the 18 bit array that each set element
is hashed to.

The chunks of a block is a set in Bloom filter par-
lance whose elements are the chunks. Data blocks that are
similar to each other have a large number of common 1s
among their Bloom filters. To find similar blocks of a given
block, we compare the Bloom filter of the block with the
Bloom filter of all the other blocks. The blocks that have
the percentage of common 1s higher than a certain thresh-
old (e.g., 70%) are considered as similar blocks [33]. For
example, data block A has {0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1} as Bloom
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Filter array for its A1, A2, and A3 chunks. Data block
B has {0,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1} as Bloom Filter array for its
B1, B2, and B3 chunks. If threshold is 70%, then A and B
are similar blocks. If the threshold is 100%, then A and B are
not similar blocks. To detect similar chunks, we can consider
a block as a chunk and consider a chunk as a sub-chunk in the
above algorithm and use the same algorithm.

3.5 Distance Calculation
We adopt the method in [28] to compute the geographic
distance between servers. The method uses a 6-bit number
to represent the locations of servers. Each bit corresponds to
the location part of a server, i.e., continent-country-datacenter-
room-rack-server. To calculate the distance difference between
two servers, starting with the most significant bit, each location
part of both servers are compared one by one to compute
the geo-similarity between them. If the location parts are
equivalent, the corresponding bit is set to 1. Otherwise, the
corresponding bit is set to 0. Once a bit is set to 0, all of its
lower significant bits are automatically set to 0. For example,
given two particular and arbitrary servers Si and S j. If the
distance between them is represented as 111000 (as shown in
below), it indicates that Si and S j are in the same datacenter
but not in the same room.

continent country datacenter room rack server
1 1 1 0 0 0

The geographic distance is obtained by applying a binary
“NOT” operation to the geo-similarity. In this example, it is

111000 = 000111 = 7 (decimal)

4 ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

4.1 Storage Cost Reduction
Different storage mediums have different costs per unit size.
For example, SSD is more expensive than disk, and disk is
more expensive than tape. To reduce the storage cost while
satisfying the SLA requirements of different applications, we
need to decide the storage mediums for different data objects in
different tiers (i.e., primary tier and backup tier). The primary
tier stores the data objects’ first two replicas that are for data
availability, and the backup tier stores the data objects’ third
replicas and it is mainly used to enhance durability. The first
two replicas of the data objects in the primary tier are always
used for failure recovery, and the third replica is used for
failure recovery only if the first two replicas in the primary
tier fail simultaneously. Thus, the replicas in the backup tier
have lower read frequency compared to the replicas in the
primary tier. Therefore, the replicas in the backup tier can be
stored on cheaper storage mediums (e.g., tape, disk), and the
replicas in the primary tier can be stored on relatively fast and
expensive storage mediums (e.g., Memory, SSD). Hot data with
considerably higher request frequency could generate heavy
load on some nodes, which may lead to data unavailability at
a time, and cold data with lower request frequency may waste
the storage resource and increase the storage cost. Thus, it is
important to choose the storage mediums for storing data based
on the popularities of data objects.

To reduce the storage cost (as shown in Figure 11), we
choose SSD to store the first two replicas of a hot data object
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Fig. 11: Selecting storage mediums for data objects’ replicas based on
their popularities and the tiers where they are located.

and choose tape to store its third replica; we choose SSD to
store the first replica of warm data and cold data, and choose
disk to store their second replica, and choose tape to store their
third replica with compression.

In the following, we analyze the performance of storage
cost saving of PMCR. Denote si as the size of data object
di without compression. Define Ic as an indicator function
representing whether the third replica of a data object needs
to be compressed. Given a data object di, we have

Ic(di) =

{
1, i f data ob ject di is hot data
0, i f data ob ject di is warm data or cold data (3)

To represent the actual storage consumption of a data object,
we define an indicator function Is:

Is(di) =

{
1, i f data ob ject di is compressed
0, i f data ob ject di is not compressed (4)

Hence, the storage consumption of data object di with com-
pression can be calculated as follows:

s′i = Is(di) ·
si

γ
+(1− Is(di)) · si (5)

where γ is the compression ratio, which is defined as the ratio
between the uncompressed size and compressed size. The total
storage consumption for three-way replication is

Os =
m

∑
i=1

(2 · si + Is(di) · s′i +(1− Is(di)) · si) (6)

where m is the number of data objects in the cloud storage
system.

Denote ci (i ∈ {1,2,3}) as the unit cost of SSD, disk and
tape, respectively. The total storage cost (denoted by Cs) of
PMCR is

Cs =
m

∑
i=1

((c1 +(c1Ic(di)+ c2 · (1− Ic(di))))si + c3(Ic(di)si

+(1− Ic(di))s′i))
(7)

where s′i is the storage consumption of data object di with com-
pression. Compared to previous replication schemes with the
consideration of data popularity but without compression [9],
PMCR obtains the following storage cost savings:

Cs
s =

m

∑
i=1

(c1 +(c1Ic(di))+ c2 · (1− Ic(di))+ c3)si−Cs (8)

Compared to the replication schemes without compression or
the consideration of data popularity (assume all replicas are
stored on SSD for fast recovery), PMCR obtains the following
storage cost savings:

Cs
s =

m

∑
i=1

(c1si)−Cs (9)
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4.2 Data Durability Enhancement
4.2.1 Correlated Machine Failures
Recall that PMCR adopts FTS [11] to correlated machine
failures. Each FTS is a single unit of failure because at least
one data object is lost when an FTS fails. As the number of
FTS increases, the probability of data loss caused by correlated
machine failures increases because the probability that the
failed servers constitute at least one FTS increases. Hence, the
probability data loss caused by correlated machine failures can
be minimized by minimizing the number of FTSs.

The probability of failure in correlated machine failures is
equal to the ratio of the number of FTSs over the maximum
possible number of sets.

#FT Ss
max{#sets}

(10)

Based on the work [11], the probability of failure in
correlated machine failures is

pcor =
S

R−1
N
R
/

(
N
R

)
(11)

where S denotes the scatter width (the number of servers that
could be used to store the secondary replicas of a chunk), R
denotes the size of FTS (i.e., the number of servers in one FTS).
Based on the work [11], the probability of failure in correlated
machine failures in random replication can be obtained by
substituting “#FT Ss” in Formula (10) by the number of FTSs
created in random replication.

The following example illustrates the process of generating
FTSs. Suppose a storage system has N = 12 servers, the size
of FTS R = 3, and S = 4. Using the BIBD-based method, one
solution for achieving less number of FTSs is as follows:

B1 = {0,1,2},B2 = {3,4,10},B3 = {6,7,8},B4 = {9,10,11},
B5 = {0,3,8},B6 = {1,4,7},B7 = {2,5,11},B8 = {5,6,9}.

The number of FTSs is 8. Therefore, the probability of data
loss caused by correlated machine failures is:

#FT Ss/
(

N
R

)
= 8/

(
12
3

)
= 0.036

However, the number of FTSs in random replication is
72. Hence, the probability of data loss caused by correlated
machine failure in random replication is:

#FT Ss/
(

N
R

)
= 72/

(
12
3

)
= 0.327

There are many methods for constructing BIBDs, but
no single method can create optimal BIBDs for any given
combination of N and R [41], [42]. Copyset Replication
combines BIBD and random replication to generate a non-
optimal design. When BIBD-based method cannot find BIBD,
PBIBD can be used to generate the sets of nodes for storing
the replicas of the data. PBIBD overcomes the limitation of
BIBD and greatly increases the chance of generating the sets
of nodes. Although the PBIBD is not an optimal approach,
it can increase the probability of successfully generating the
FTSs for the given combination.

4.2.2 Non-correlated Machine Failures
In non-correlated machine failures, the failure events of ma-
chines are statistically independent of each other. They can be

categorized into uniform and nonuniform machine failures. In
the scenario of uniform machine failures, each machine fails
with the same probability, denoted by p (0 < p < 1), possibly
due to the same computer configuration. The data object is lost
if any chunk of the data object is lost, and a chunk is lost
only if all the replicas of the chunk are lost. In this analysis,
we assume each data object has three replicas. Hence, a chunk
loss probability is puni = p3, and the expected number of chunk
loss per data object due to uniform machine failure is

Epuni = (
m

∑
j=1

M · p3)/m (12)

where M is the number of chunks for each data object, and m
is the number of data objects.

In the scenario of nonuniform machine failures, each ma-
chine fails with different probabilities, denoted by pi (0 < pi <
1), possibly due to different hardware/software compositions
and configurations. We assume replicas of data objects are
placed on machines with no concern for individual machine
failures. Denote p1, ..., pN as the failure probabilities of N
servers in the cloud storage system, respectively. According
to the work [9], the expected data object failure probability
is the same as that on uniform failure machines with per-
machine failure probability equaling ∑

N
i=1 pi/N. Hence, an

approximation of chunk loss probability is pnon = (∑N
i=1 pi/N)3

(the actual data chunk loss probability for certain machines
would be pi ∗ p j ∗ pk where i, j and k represent the machines
which store the data chunks and pi, p j, pk are the failure
probobalities of those machines). The approximate number of
expected data chunk loss per data object caused by nonuniform
machine failure is

Epnon = (
m

∑
j=1

M · (
N

∑
k=1

pk/N)3)/m (13)

4.2.3 Correlated and Non-correlated Machine Failures
Denote F as the event that failure occurs, U1 as the event that
correlated machine failures occur, U2 as the event that uniform
machine failure occurs, and U3 as the event that nonuniform
machine failure occurs. Based on previous works [11], [29],
both correlated and non-correlated machine failures (unifor-
m and nonuniform machine failures) exist in cloud storage
system, and any type of machine failures can incur data loss.
Then, the probability of data loss caused by machine failures
(correlated and non-correlated machine failures) is obtained as
follows

P(F) =
3

∑
i=1

P(F |Ui)P(Ui) (
3

∑
i=1

P(Ui) = 1) (14)

where P(F |U1) (pcor in Formula (11)), P(F |U2) (puni in
Formula (12)) and P(F |U3) (pnon in Formula (13)) are the
probabilities of a data object loss due to correlated machine
failures, uniform machine failure and nonuniform machine
failure, respectively. P(U1), P(U2), and P(U3) are the probabil-
ities of the occurrences of correlated machine failures, uniform
machine failure and nonuniform machine failure, respectively.

4.3 Bandwidth Cost Reduction
Replication can enhance data durability and availability but
may incur bandwidth cost because the bandwidth is required to
keep replicas synchronized [43]. To reduce bandwidth cost,
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PMCR first categorizes data into read-intensive and write-
intensive data based on the historical operations (i.e., read and
write) on the data [44]. Then PMCR uses SC to compress the
third replicas of read-intensive data, and uses DC to compress
the third replicas of write-intensive data.

Based on the previous work [45], the data object write
overhead is linear with the number of data object replicas.
The bandwidth cost of a data object’s partition caused by
maintaining the consistency between the replicas of the par-
tition can be approximated as the product of the number of
replicas of the partition and the average communication cost
parameter (denoted by µcom) [28], i.e., 3µcom (for three-way
replication). Thus, the total bandwidth cost of all data objects
caused by maintaining the consistency between the replicas of
data objects can be calculated as follows:

Cc
b =

m

∑
j=1

(3 ·M ·µcom) (15)

Based on the work [46], the fixed average communication
cost can be computed as follows:

µcom = suE[∑
i, j

dis(Si,S j) ·σ ] (16)

where su is the average update message size, dis(Si,S j) is the
geographic distance between the server storing the original
copy Si (referred to as primary server) and a replica server
S j. The geographic distance is an expectation of all possible
distances between primary server and replica servers, which is
calculated from a probabilistic perspective. σ is the average
communication cost of a unit data per unit distance.

A storage system should be capable of recovering from the
loss of data when failures occur, which preserves the reliability
guarantees of the system over time. Failure recovery also
results in bandwidth cost. When a node fails, all data chunks it
was hosting need to be recreated on a new node (We assume a
new node is available for replacing the faulty ones [18].), that
is, a new node needs to download the data stored on the faulty
node to repair the data and replace the failure node.

For simplicity, we assume the data in primary tier and
backup tier is evenly distributed over the servers. Hence, the
total bandwidth cost caused by recovering data, denoted by Cr

b,
is

Cr
b =(

∑
m
i=1(2 · si)

b 2N
3 c

d2NP(F)

3
e

+
∑

m
i=1(Is(di)s′i +(1− Is(di))si)

bN
3 c

bNP(F)

3
c) ·δd

(17)

where s′i and si are the size of the data object di with
and without compression, respectively, and N is the number
of nodes in the cloud storage system. ∑

m
i=1(2 · si)/b 2N

3 c and
∑

m
i=1(Is(di)s′i +(1− Is(di))si)/bN

3 c are the average amount of
data stored on a server in the primary tier and the backup tier
for three-way replication, respectively. d 2NP(F)

3 e and bNP(F)
3 c

are the number of failure nodes in the primary tier and the
backup tier, respectively. δd is the average communication cost
per unit of data between primary servers and replica servers in
the storage system, and it is calculated as E[∑i, j dis(Si,S j) ·σ ].

Based on Formulas (15) and (17), the total bandwidth cost
caused by consistency maintenance and data recovery is

Cb =Cc
b +Cr

b (18)

TABLE 1: Parameters from publicly available data [11].

System Chunks per node Cluster size Scatter width
Facebook 10000 1000-5000 10
HDFS 10000 100-10000 200

TABLE 2: Parameter settings.

Parameter Meaning Setting
N # of servers 1000-10000
M # of chunks of a data object 50 [47]
R # of servers in each FTS 3
λ # of FTSs containing a pair of servers 1
S Scatter width 4
p Prob. of a server failure 0.5
m # of data objects 10000-50000

Compared to previous replication schemes without com-
pression [11], the bandwidth cost savings obtained by PMCR
is around:

Cs
b = (

∑
m
i=1 si

bN
3 c
− ∑

m
i=1(Is(di)s′i +(1− Is(di))si)

bN
3 c

).δd (19)

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conducted the numerical analysis based on the parameters
in [11] (Table 2) derived from the system statistics from
Facebook and HDFS [6], [11], [13], [14], [22], [48], and also
conducted real-world experiments on Amazon S3.

5.1 Numerical Analysis
We conducted numerical analysis under various scenarios. We
compare our method with the other replication schemes: Ran-
dom Replication (RR), Copyset Replication (Copyset) [11],
Tiered Replication (TR) [21] and WAN Optimized Replication
(WOR) [49]. RR is based on Facebook’s design, which chooses
secondary replica holders from a window of nodes around the
primary node. We use R to denote the number of replicas for
each data chunk. Specifically, RR places the primary replica
on a random node (say node i) in the system, and places
the secondary replicas on (R− 1) nodes around the primary
node (i.e., nodes i+1, i+2,...)2. Copyset splits the nodes into
a number of Copysets, and constrains the replicas of every
chunk to a single Copyset so that it can reduce the frequency of
data loss by minimizing the number of Copysets for correlated
machine failures. TR stores the first two replicas of a data
object in the primary tier for protecting against independent
node failures, and stores the third replica in the backup tier
for protecting against correlated failures. WOR uses three-way
random replication and Delta Compression for replication of
backup datasets. The storage medium for the third replica is
disk in RR, Copyset and WOR, and is disk or tape that is
randomly chosen in TR. The number of nodes that experience
concurrent failures in the system was set to 1% of the nodes
in the system [50]. We randomly generated 6 bit number from
reasonable ranges for each node to represent its location. The
distributions of the file popularity and updates follow those of
FIU trace. Table 2 shows the parameter settings in our analysis
unless otherwise specified.

We first calculate the probability of data loss for each
method. We use Formula (14) to calculate the probability of

2. RR is based on Facebook’s design, which chooses secondary
replica holders from a window of nodes around the primary node.
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Fig. 12: Probability of data loss vs. the number of nodes.
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Fig. 13: Availability of requested data object vs. the number of
nodes.

data loss for PMCR and Formula (11) for Copyset. We use the
method in [11] to calculate the data loss probability of random
replication for RR and WOR, and use the method in [21] to
calculate the data loss probability for TR. Figure 12(a) and
Figure 12(b) show the relationship between the probability of
data loss and the number of nodes in the Facebook and HDFS
environments, respectively. We see that the probability of data
loss follows PMCR<TR<Copyset<RR≈WOR. PMCR, TR
and Copyset generate lower probabilities of data loss than RR
and WOR because they constrain the replicas of a data object
to an FTS which can reduce the probability of data loss in
correlated machine failures. TR and PMCR generate lower
probabilities of data loss than Copyset because they separate
the primary data from the backup data by storing the backup
data on a remote site, which can further reduce the correlation
in failures between nodes in the primary tier and the backup
tier [21]. The probability of data loss in PMCR is slightly lower
than TR because PMCR chooses different storage mediums for
data with different popularities, which decreases the probability
of the occurrence of correlated machine failures.

We then calculate the availability of request data object by
1−∑

m
i=1 riM · (P(F))3, where ri is the normalized probability

of requesting data di. Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b) show the
relationship between the availability of requested data objects
and the number of nodes in the Facebook and HDFS environ-
ments, respectively. We observe that the availability follows
PMCR>TR>Copyset>RR≈WOR. PMCR, TR and Copyset
produce greater data availability than RR and WOR because
they constrain the replicas of a data object to an FTS to reduce
the probability of data loss caused by correlated machine fail-
ures and thus increase the availability of data object requests.
PMCR and TR generate higher data availability than Copyset
because they separate the primary data from the backup data
by storing the backup data on a remote site, which can further
reduce the correlation in failures between nodes in the primary
tier and the backup tier [21]. Therefore, PMCR and TR have
higher availability of requested data objects than Copyset.
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Fig. 14: Bandwidth cost vs. the number of data objects.
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Fig. 15: Performance on storage cost of various methods.

We then use Formula (18) to calculate the bandwidth cost
for PMCR. For RR, Copyset and TR, we use Formula (18)
without considering compression. For WOR, we use Formula
(18) with the consideration of compression. Figure 14(a) and
Figure 14(b) show the relationship between the bandwidth cost
and the number of data objects in the Facebook and HDFS
environments, respectively. We observe that the bandwidth
cost increases as the number of data objects increases. This
is because more data objects lead to more data transfers for
data updates and for data requests, which results in higher
bandwidth cost. We also see that the bandwidth cost follows
PMCR<WOR<TR≈Copyset≈RR. PMCR and WOR generate
lower bandwidth cost than TR, Copyset and RR because they
use compression and deduplication to reduce the data size in
storage, which can reduce the bandwidth cost for data transfer.

We then use Formula (7) to calculate the storage cost for
PMCR. For RR and Copyset, we use Formula (7) without
considering compression or the selection of different storage
mediums for storing data objects. For WOR, we use Formula
(7) with the consideration of compression and without the
selection of different storage mediums for storing data in the
backup tier. For TR, we use Formula (7) without considering
compression but with the selection of different storage medi-
ums for storing replicas in the backup tier. Figure 15(a) and
Figure 15(b) show the relationship between the storage cost
and the number of data objects in the Facebook and HDFS en-
vironments, respectively. We see that the storage cost increases
as the number of data objects increases because the more the
data objects, the more storage resource needed for storing
the data objects. We also see that the storage cost follows
PMCR<WOR<TR<Copyset≈RR. TR has lower storage cost
than Copyset and RR and higher storage cost than WOR and
PMCR. This is because TR uses less expensive storage medium
to store the third replicas of data objects to reduce the storage
cost, which is not considered in Copyset and RR. WOR utilizes
data compression and data deduplication to reduce storage cost.
PMCR has the lowest storage cost because PMCR considers
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Fig. 16: Performance on MTTF of different methods with scatter
width of 4.
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Fig. 17: Performance on computational overhead on compression
of PMCR.

data popularity and uses compression to reduce the amount
of data stored in the system, and also chooses less expensive
storage mediums to store unpopular data objects.

Figure 16(a) and Figure 16(b) show the relationship be-
tween the MTTF (mean time to failure) and the number of
nodes in the Facebook environment and HDFS environment,
respectively. In Figure 16(a) and Figure 16(b), we see that the
MTTF decreases as the number of nodes increases. This is
because the probability of correlated machine failures increases
as the number of nodes increases, which increases the proba-
bility that the nodes fail. We also see that the MTTF follows
PMCR≈TR>Copyset≈RR≈WOR. The reason for the MTTF
in PMCR, TR and Copyset being greater than RR and WOR is
PMCR, TR and Copyset constrain the replicas of a data object
to an FTS to reduce the probability of data loss caused by
correlated machine failures and thus increase the availability
of data object requests.

To test the computational overhead on compression of
PMCR, we tested the runtime of PMCR and PMCR without
compression (PMCRW/oC), a variant of PMCR in which com-
pression is not used. Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b) show the
relationship between the computational overhead (runtime) and
the number of objects in the Facebook environment and HDFS
environment, respectively. In Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b),
we see that the runtime of PMCRW/oC is less than that
of PMCR, and the runtime increases as the number of data
objects increases. This is because the compression of data
objects introduces additional time consumption and the larger
the number of data objects the more the time required for
compression. We also see that the runtime of PMCR increases
faster than that of PMCRW/oC as the number of data objects
increases.

5.2 Real-world Experimental Results
To further verify the performance of our method in the real-
world environment, we conducted experiments on Amazon S3.
We used three regions of Amazon S3 in the U.S. to gener-
ate geo-distributed storage datacenters. We created the same
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Fig. 18: Probability of data loss vs. the number of nodes on
Amazon S3 with scatter width S=4.

number of buckets in each region and each bucket contains a
data server. We varied the number of buckets from 10 to 30
with step size 5. We generated 50000 data objects. The sizes
of data objects follow a normal distribution. We distributed
the data objects to servers randomly. We used the distributions
of read and writes from the FIU trace to generate reads and
writes. The requests were generated from servers in Windows
Azure eastern region. We consider the requests targeting each
region with latency more than 100ms as failed requests due
to unavailable data objects. In the test, N is the number of
simulated data servers. We used the actual price of the data
access of Amazon S3 [51] to calculate the storage cost and the
bandwidth cost.

We first measure the probability of data loss for each
method. Figure 18(a) and Figure 18(b) show the relationship
between the probability of data loss and the number of nodes
on Amazon S3 with R = 3 and R = 2, respectively. We see that
the probability of data loss increases as the number of nodes
increases. We also see that the probability of data loss approx-
imately follows PMCR≈TR<Copyset<WOR≈RR. Both our
numerical result and real-world experimental result confirm
that PMCR and TR generate the lowest probability of data
loss. PMCR and TR generate relatively lower probability of
data loss than Copyset because they separate the primary data
from the backup data by storing the backup data on a remote
site, which further reduces the correlation in failures between
nodes in the primary tier and the backup tier [21]. Copyset
generates lower probability of data loss than WOR and RR. The
reason is that Copyset constraints the replica nodes of every
chunk to a single Copyset and reduces probability of data loss
in correlated machine failures. WOR and RR cannot handle
correlated machine failures and thus have higher probability
of data loss. By examining Figure 18(a) and Figure 18(b), we
find that the probability of data loss in Figure 18(b) is higher
than that in Figure 18(a). This is because fewer replicas for a
chunk lead to a higher probability that all the servers storing
the chunk fail concurrently, hence a higher probability of data
loss.

Figure 19(a) and Figure 19(b) show the relationship
between the availability of requested data objects and the
number of nodes on Amazon S3 with R = 3 and R = 2,
respectively. We see that the availability of requested data
objects decreases as the number of nodes increases. We also
see that the availability of requested data objects follows
PMCR≈TR>Copyset>RR≈WOR due to the same reasons ex-
plained in Figure 13. Comparing Figure 19(a) and Figure 19(b),
we find that the availability of requested data objects in Fig-
ure 19(a) is higher than that in Figure 19(b). The reason is that
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Fig. 19: Availability of requested data objects vs. the number of
nodes on Amazon S3 with scatter width S=4.
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Fig. 20: Performance on bandwidth cost of various methods on
Amazon S3.

the more the replicas for a chunk, the lower the probability that
all the machines storing the chunk fail concurrently, leading to
higher availability of requested data objects.

Figure 20(a) and Figure 20(b) show the relationship be-
tween the bandwidth cost and the number of data objects
on Amazon S3 with R=3 and R=2, respectively. We ob-
serve that the bandwidth cost increases as the number of
data objects increases due to the same reasons explained
in Figure 14. We also see that the bandwidth cost follows
PMCR≈WOR<TR≈Copyset≈RR. TR generates higher band-
width cost than WOR and PMCR. This is because WOR and
PMCR compress data objects and reduce the size of data for
transfer for data requests and updates, and therefore reduce
the bandwidth cost. Both the numerical result in Figure 14
and the real-world experimental result in Figure 20 indicate
that compression (with deduplication) in replication is effective
in reducing bandwidth cost. By examining Figure 20(a) and
Figure 20(b), we see that the bandwidth cost increases as
the number of replicas for each data object increases. This
is because more replicas for each data object lead to more data
transfers for data requests and updates.

Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b) depict the relationship be-
tween the storage cost and the number of data objects on Ama-
zon S3 with R=3 and R=2, respectively. We see that the storage
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Fig. 21: Performance on storage cost of various methods on
Amazon S3.
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Fig. 22: Performance on MTTF of different methods with scatter
width of 4 on Amazon S3.

cost increases as the number of data objects increases due to
the same reasons explained in Figure 15. We also find that
the storage cost follows PMCR<WOR<TR<Copyset≈RR.
WOR generates higher storage cost than PMCR and lower
storage cost than TR, Copyset and RR. This is because PMCR
and WOR compress data objects, which reduces the storage
cost, but other methods do not use compression. Moreover,
PMCR considers data popularity neglected in all the other
methods, and chooses less expensive storage media for storing
unpopular data objects, which further reduces the storage cost.
Comparing Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b), we see that the
storage cost increases as the number of replicas for each data
object increases. The reason is that more replicas for each
data object lead to higher storage consumption for storing data
objects.

Figure 22(a) and Figure 22(b) shows the relationship be-
tween the MTTF and the number of nodes on Amazon S3 when
R = 3 and R = 2, respectively. We find that the MTTF follows
PMCR≈TR>Copyset>WOR≈RR. The results approximately
conform the numerical results. Copyset, TR and PMCR have
larger MTTF than WOR and RR because they constrain the
replica nodes of every chunk in a single FTS, which reduces the
failures in correlated machine failures. Copyset has relatively
smaller MTTF than TR and PMCR because TR and PMCR
separate the primary data from the the backup data and store
the backup data in a remote site, which reduces the correlation
in failures between nodes in the primary tier and the backup
tier.

6 RELATED WORK

Many methods have been proposed to prevent data loss caused
by correlated or non-correlated machine failures. Zhong et
al. [9] assumed independent machine failures, and proposed
a model that achieves high expected service availability under
given space constraint, object request popularities, and object
sizes. However, this model does not consider correlated ma-
chine failures and hence cannot handle such failures. Nath et
al. [8] identified a set of design principles that system builders
can use to tolerate failures. Cidon et al. [11] proposed Copyset
Replication to reduce the frequency of data loss caused by
correlated machine failures by limiting the replica nodes of
many chunks to a single Copyset. Chun et al. [4] proposed
the Carbonite replication algorithm for keeping data durable
at a low cost. Carbonite ensures that creating new copies of
data objects is faster than permanent disk failures. Cidon et
al. [21] proposed a Tiered Replication that splits the cluster into
a primary tier and abackup tier. The first two replicas of the data
are stored on the primary tier, which is used for protect against
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independent node failures; the third replica is stored on the
backup tier, which is used to protect against correlated failures.
However, these methods do not try to reduce the storage cost
and bandwidth cost caused by replication.

There is a large body of work on enhancing data availability
and durability. Renesse et al. [52] proposed chain replication to
coordinate clusters of fail-stop storage servers for supporting
large-scale storage services that exhibit high throughput and
availability without sacrificing strong consistency guarantees.
Almeida et al. [53] proposed ChainReaction, a Geo-distributed
key-value datastore, to offer causal+ consistency, with high
performance, fault-tolerance, and scalability. Zhang et al. [54]
proposed Mojim to provide the reliability and availability
in large-scale storage systems while preserving the perfor-
mance of non-volatile main memory. Mojim uses a two-tier
architecture in which the primary tier contains a mirrored
pair of nodes and the secondary tier contains one or more
secondary backup nodes with weakly consistent copies of data.
Kim et al. [55] proposed SHADOW systems to provide high
availability. SHADOW systems push the task of managing
database replication into the underlying storage service, and
provide write offloading to free the active database system
from the need to update the persistent database. Colgrove et
al. [56] presented Purity, a all-flash enterprise storage system
to support compression, deduplication and high-availability.
Specifically, Purity leverages flash’s ability to perform fast
random reads and sequential writes by compressing data and
storing a single instance of duplicate blocks written to different
logical addresses. However, these works fail to consider data
popularity to reduce the storage cost and bandwidth cost
without compromising data request delay greatly.

In order to reduce the storage cost and bandwidth cost
caused by replication, many methods have been proposed. Shi-
lane et al. [49] proposed a new method for replicating backup
datasets across a wire area network (WAN). The method can
eliminate duplicate regions of files (deduplication) and also
compress similar regions of files with Delta compression. The
method leverages deduplication locality to also find similarity
matches used for delta compression. Puttaswamy et al. [57]
proposed FCFS, a storage solution that drastically reduces the
cost of operating a file system in the cloud. FCFS integrates
multiple storage services and dynamically adapts the storage
volume sizes of each service to provide a cost-efficient solution
with provable performance bounds. However, these methods
do not consider data popularity to reduce the storage cost
and bandwidth cost. Also, these methods neglect correlated
machine failures, which can result in data loss in such failures.

To resolve the problems in the existing replication schemes,
we propose PMCR that can effectively handle both correlated
and non-correlated machine failures and also considers differ-
ent file popularities to increase data durability and availability
and reduce the bandwidth cost and storage cost without com-
promising data request delay greatly.

7 CONCLUSION

Previous replication schemes for cloud storage systems con-
sider correlated machine failures or non-correlated machine
failures to reduce data loss. However, although data replicas
bring about additional storage and bandwidth costs, few meth-
ods aim to maximize data durability and availability while

reducing the cost caused by replication (i.e., storage cost and
bandwidth cost) with the consideration of data popularity. In
this paper, in order to improve data durability and availability,
and meanwhile reduce costs caused by replication, we propose
a popularity-aware multi-failure resilient and cost-effective
replication scheme (PMCR). PMCR classifies data into hot
data, warm data and cold data based on the data popularity.
PMCR puts the first two replicas of data objects to primary tier
and puts the third replicas to backup tier. The replicas of the
same data are put into one fault-tolerant set to handle correlated
failures. PMCR uses SC for read-intensive data and uses DC
for write-intensive data to compress the third replicas of warm
data and cold data in the backup tier to reduce both storage cost
and bandwidth cost. Our extensive numerical analysis and real-
world experimental results on Amazon S3 show that PMCR
outperforms other replication schemes in different performance
metrics. In the future, we will further consider network failures
to further reduce the data loss and improve the data durability.
Also, we will consider the effects of node joining and node
leaving. Further, we will consider energy consumption of
machines and design a replication scheme to save energy.
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